The Griffin Family in Family Guy: A Discussion
Family Guy, which is created by Seth MacFarlane, on January 31, 1999 it had three seasons
previously befoe being cancelled but because of dvd sale the shown went back on air in with
new episodes in 2005 on May 1 and now with over 200 episode family guy is in it 15 season as
of 2017 . Family Guy is about the lives of the Griffin family, a close-fitting but very tense
sometime insane family living in Quahog, Rhode Island. Peter Griffin and his wife, Lois live with
their three kids two are teenagers , Chris, Meg and the baby Stewie. They also have a family
pet a dog that is name Brian and he is a talking dog.
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Peter Griffin is a big, noisy father who is not that scared to say what is going on in his head
,which is generally at the wrong time to say something . He works at the “Happy-Go-Lucky Toy
Company and dreams of being more than a nobody on the assembly line”. What Peter problem
is that he lacks the understanding of good judgment and or common sense, but he makes up for
it in being a kind person . He is always looking to have a good time. Peter is known to be a to be
alcoholichis and regularly spends his days drinking with friends at the ,local bar that is call the
Drunken Clam. He quiet succeeds to have a ok house and decent family life while continuing an
earnings for a family this is middle class.
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Lois Griffin is a present-day housewife who finds the time to run errands, cook, clean, and
teaching piano and “avoid daily attempts on her life by her baby son, Stewie”. “ Lois parents
did not want her to marry Peter because he was not a high-class citizen like Lois.” She gave up
her fortunate life style to married Peter because she valued him, and not for how much cash he
had in his bank account. She never look back since and is happy with her decision that she has
made. No matter how many times Peter falls down Lois is right there to pick him up again. She
is generally the voice of reason that Peter cannot hear until it is too late.
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